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WORKING TOGETHER

To deliver the London Local Skills Improvement Plan (LSIP), BusinessLDN is working in partnership with: 

• Business representatives – West London Business, London Chamber of Commerce and Industry, 

Confederation of British Industry, Federation Small Businesses. 

• London Government – Greater London Authority.  

• Local Government – Sub Regional Partnerships across London – Central London Forward, Local London, 

South London Partnership, and West London Alliance. 

Supported by: 

• WPI Economics 

• Institute of Employment Studies 

• Stakeholder Advisory Group



CONTEXT – LOCAL SKILLS IMPROVEMENT 
PLANS

• LSIPs emerged as one of the Government’s priorities in its Skills for Jobs White Paper, and subsequent 

Skills and Post-16 Education Bill.

• They are the latest in a long line of initiatives to put employers at the heart of the skills system, and there 

are 37 across England.

• There is a statutory obligation on providers to respond to the recommendations in LSIPs.



CONTEXT – LOCAL SKILLS IMPROVEMENT PLANS

• Exam question:

• Business is suffering from major labour and skills shortages and doesn’t have 
access to the skills it needs because the training system is not providing them

• What is an LSIP and how will it help?

• A statutory employer-led and data-driven plan for understanding current/ future 
skills needs and better matching training provision to this employer demand, in 
order to help employers meet their skills gaps, fill vacancies and ultimately to 
get more Londoners into jobs



CURRENT STATUS

• Final report has been submitted to the Department for Education 

• This followed seven months of quantitative and qualitative research, engaging hundreds of stakeholders 

inc LAIN members NHS, TfL, Film London, UoL, TUC and your Hiring & Skills Sub-Group

• It sets out, at pan-London and sub regional levels, the deepest analysis undertaken to date of employer 

skills needs and delivery/system challenges across a number of priority sectors and cross cutting themes –

health and social care, hospitality, creative and built environment, green, digital, transferable and labour 

market inclusion

• It then outlines actionable priorities for these skills needs and sets a roadmap towards a well-functioning 

skills system in London

• The full LSIP pack contains an extensive range of annexes including the GLA’s Evidence Base, sub-

regional reports, and case studies 

• Under the DfE’s guidelines, we can’t do any media/social posts until it has been approved in July. 

• A launch event is planned for mid-September – watch this space as you’ll all be invited.

• For now, the following slides provide highlights of our pan-London actionable priorities for some of our 

priority sectors and themes, and extracts from our roadmap that are particularly relevant for employers

• At the end of this deck, we set out next steps and asks of your Steering Committee
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ROADMAP

The following is our roadmap for delivering against the actionable priorities identified through the LSIP

process. The actions have been organised around five major areas which identify what key actors

(such as employers, providers, local government and national government) should be doing to

support the LSIP in:

● Meeting London’s skills needs

● Supporting and galvanising business action

● Delivering a skills system that is fit-for-purpose

● Building an inclusive London workforce

● Tackling sector specific priorities

The roadmap actions are defined by the time we believe they will take to implement, based on their

complexity, the resource needed, and the extent to which they require system change
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NEXT STEPS

▪ BusinessLDN looks forward to phase two of the LSIP, where, in partnership with ERBs, we will focus 
on the delivery and implementation of the actionable skills needs priorities, and roadmap, and track 
their progress. 

▪ We will engage in activities including supporting employer engagement, skills system changes and 
provider response. This will include supporting Local Skills Improvement Fund (LSIF) bids

▪ We want to work with partners inc the LAIN to ensure the public and private sectors:

- play their part in the move to net-zero by driving up green skills

- support communities who lack advantage to access training and jobs

- work together on delivering London’s priority skills needs of London’s employers, including

transferable and digital skills.

▪ Our ambition is to embed the LSIP into London’s skills system, aligned to the Mayor of London’s 
Skills for Londoners Roadmap. 

▪ LAIN/ LSIP priorities are well aligned – help us engage employers, share best practice and 
demonstrate leadership in the delivery of our plan 


